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Inside this luxurious residence, located high on a Nashville hill,

Dryden Architecture and Rachel Halvorson Interior Design

seamlessly blend architecture, interiors, and landscape.

Collaborating with M. P. Daniel Construction, SledgeCraft, and

Daigh Rick Landscape Architects, they crafted a contemporary

marvel with a warm, sophisticated ambiance. From the open-plan

kitchen to the infinity pool, every detail exudes elegance and

refinement.

Caroline Allison



Café™ Professional Series 30" Smart Built-In Convection Double
Wall Oven
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C O Z Y ,  W E L C O M I N G  A M B I A N C E

In my perspective, a home's core lies in its warmth—an embrace
that provides solace and security, a sanctuary where one
discovers peace. For me, "inviting" surpasses mere hospitality; it
embodies openness, freedom, and grace—a harmonious fusion
of modernity and tradition. This beautiful home, with its
contemporary yet timeless design, encapsulates this sentiment,
radiating an aura of comfort and elegance that invites one to stay
awhile.

A Warm Invitation
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MODERN
VINTAGE

THIS WEEK'S INTERIOR TRENDS #58

Luxurious velvets and high-quality fabrics drape
over plush furnishings, inviting relaxation and
comfort. Dark and light woods interplay throughout
the space, adding depth and warmth, while marble
accents exude opulence and refinement. Wallpaper
adorned with traditional patterns adds character to
the walls, complementing the high windows that
flood the rooms with natural light. Wool rugs in rich
hues anchor the floors, while gold frames lend a
touch of glamour to the space. A subtle vintage vibe
is infused with modern elements, creating a
harmonious blend of old-world charm and
contemporary allure. Tones of cream, brown, beige,
and blush dominate the palette, with accents of
maroon and hints of light blues and greys adding
depth and sophistication to the overall ambiance.



GRACEFUL & REFINED TASTE EDITION 58

WARM
WELCOME



Located atop a lush hill in the wooded landscapes of Nashville, Tennessee, lies a contemporary
marvel, meticulously reimagined by the visionary minds of Dryden Architecture and the artistic
touch of Rachel Halvorson Interior Design. This collaborative endeavor goes beyond mere
renovation; it is a tribute to architectural ingenuity, interior finesse, and landscape harmony,
resulting in a residence that epitomizes sophistication and luxury.

WARM
WELCOME



Dryden Architecture, revered for their mastery in architectural design, brought their wealth
of experience to this project, delicately preserving the essence of the existing structure while
infusing it with a modern aesthetic. Established in 2001, Dryden Studio, formerly known as
DAAD, stands as a prominent architecture and interior design studio based in Nashville,
Tennessee. Their portfolio spans diverse projects from neighborhood master plans to
boutique hotels, all rooted in a commitment to community engagement and sustainable
practices. Collaborative partnerships drive their creative process, resulting in purposeful
and visually stunning designs. From the imposing two-story bay windows framing
panoramic city views to the refined wood paneling adorning select locations, every element
speaks to their unparalleled craftsmanship and steadfast dedication to perfection.
Complementing Dryden's architectural brilliance and their commitment to unique
collaborations is Rachel Halvorson Interior Design, celebrated for their discerning eye and
impeccable taste. With a keen understanding of luxury and refinement, Halvorson curated
every aspect of the interior space with precision and elegance. The open-plan kitchen,
adorned in dark wood and brass accents, exudes warmth and opulence, while the plush
seating by the expansive windows invites relaxation and contemplation. From the creative
pendant lights casting a soft glow to the traditional luxury rugs adorning the floors, every
detail reflects Halvorson's signature style, creating a harmonious fusion of comfort and
sophistication.
The scenic beauty surrounding the residence serves as a captivating backdrop, with endless
skies and serene forests stretching as far as the eye can see. The grand front yard, adorned
with lush greenery and majestic trees, leads the way to the imposing entrance, where
double-height black-framed windows welcome guests with an abundance of natural light.
As daylight streams through the windows, it bathes the interior in a radiant glow, blurring
the boundaries between inside and out, inviting nature to become an integral part of the
living experience.
M. P. Daniel Construction, the master builders behind this transformation, brought the
architects' and designers' vision to life with unparalleled craftsmanship and expertise. From
the sleek steel stair handrail to the infinity pool with its mesmerizing edge cascading into
the city below, every aspect of the residence speaks of precision and artistry. SledgeCraft's
architectural millwork adds a bespoke touch, infusing the space with bespoke elegance,
while Daigh Rick Landscape Architects' expertise in landscape design ensures a seamless
transition from the refined interiors to the breathtaking outdoor oasis.
The Hilltop Residence stands as a tribute to the transformative power of creative vision and
collaborative effort. It is a sanctuary of sophistication and elegance, where every detail is
thoughtfully curated to evoke a sense of timeless luxury. From the grandeur of the entrance
to the warmth of the living spaces, this residence offers a "Warm Welcome" indeed,
embracing its inhabitants in a cocoon of comfort and refinement.
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KITCHEN

Dark
Elegance

The Hilltop House kitchen exudes a sense of dark warmth,
seamlessly integrated into an open-plan layout that flows into the
dining area. Dark wood cabinetry envelopes the space,
reminiscent of traversing a lush forest with ethereal light filtering
through towering trees. Light wooden flooring contrasts elegantly
against the dark cabinetry, enhancing the depth of the space.
Brass pulls and accents adorn the cabinetry, adding a touch of
opulence. A modern hood, clad in the same dark wood, serves as a
focal point, marrying function with exquisite design. Glass and
steel shelving, housing delicate glassware, injects a contemporary
edge, disrupting traditional aesthetics. The juxtaposition of white
and black marble surfaces infuses the kitchen with a captivating
allure, casting a luminous sheen that elevates the overall style to
new heights. This culinary sanctuary is a harmonious blend of
nature-inspired elements and modern sophistication, where every
detail is meticulously curated to evoke a sense of timeless beauty
and refinement.

INSIDEINTERIORS.ONLINE

INSIDE MAGAZINE
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ENTRY
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

WESTON CONSOLE / WESTON 

ORLEAN BENCH / OLIVIA STONE

Vintage table with iron framed legs and wood table top

Brass finished Stainless Steel base fabric bench

JOAN CHAIR / FOUND DESIGN
Solid ash wood Scandinavian-inspired frame with leather seating

MOUNTAIN LAMP 2 / TRNK
Stoneware, natural brass, linen shade lamp



LIVING
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

CREAM FABRIC SOFA /   LEPANG™

HARPER LEATHER OTTOMAN / WEST ELM 

Uphostered fabric soft seating sofa with wooden base

Large square hand sewn leather ottoman with black iron legs

VERA CHAIR / MONTE DESIGN
fabric soft seating armchair with walnut finish base

OLIVIER STANDING LAMP / CIRCA LIGHTING
Hand rubbed antique brass swing standing lamp



LOUNGE
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

PEARCE CHAISE / POTTERY BARN

DINING CHAIR / LEE INDUSTRIES

Slipcover soft lounging chaise in linen

Oak frame chair with pink amber sanibel velvet 

COFFEE TABLE /  EWEIGEER
Dark wood asymmetric coffee table base design

MARGAUX ACCENT CHAIR / CHAIRISH
Kasler Cream swivel glider armchair



DINING
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

DIXON CHAIR / OLY STUDIO
Hardwood frame with Mohair upholstered back and seat arm

QUEEN ANNE HIGHBOY / CHAIRISH
Flat top chest in cherry with carved spurred cabriole legs

ROYAL CUT CHANDELIER / BIGGS
Black steel fixture chain hanging glass cut chandelier

FRENCH XT TABLE / CANADEL
Double-base table dark oak dining table



KITCHEN
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

DAVOLI FAUCET / REJUVENATION
Hot and Cold Water Dispenser in chrome

AMUNEAL’S COLLECTOR’S SHELVING SYSTEM / 1ST DIBS
Two bay hanging shelving unit in brass and glass

WARREN PENDANT /  DUMAIS MADE
Dipped glaze in two color matte-black & parchment

CAFÉ™ 48" RANGE / CAFÉ™ APPLIANCES
Smart Dual-Fuel Commercial-Style Range with 6 Burners and Griddle



BEDROOM
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

SORIN NIGHTSTAND /  CLAYTON GRAY HOME
Faux shagreen nightstand  with antiqued brass knobs

CHECKERED ARMCHAIR / LEE INDUSTRIES
Pecan finish wood legs and checkered flax fabric

MAGELIAN GLASS TABLE LAMP / REGINA ANDREW
Cylindrical glass body and natural brass detailing

SHAKER FOUR POST BED / GARNET HILL
Made rom maple and finished with a hand-burnished stain



BATHROOM
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

DRESSING ROOM MIRROR / REGINA ANDREW
Natural brass finish steel rectangular mirror

EAMES WALNUT STOOL / ILLUMINEE
Sculpted handmade walnut stool 

SORENSON PENDANT /  REMAINS 
Thick clear glass globe is wrapped in handwoven wire fabric

OAK MULTIDRAWER VANITY /  WILLOW BATH & VANITY
Oak multi-drawer vanity with marble top and double sink



M O U N T A I N  I N S P I R E D

Char
coal

Frost

Inspired by a journey to the pinnacle of Haleakalā, the Mountain Lamp 2 by TRNK encapsulates the essence of
natural majesty. Crafted by John Sheppard Studio in collaboration with skilled artisans and locales rich in
heritage, this lamp seamlessly blends essential forms with handcrafted glazing techniques. Each piece reflects
the rugged beauty of mountainous landscapes, evoking a sense of awe and tranquility. From its sturdy base to
its delicate silhouette, the Mountain Lamp 2 embodies a harmonious balance between functionality and
artistry, offering a luminous beacon of craftsmanship steeped in centuries of tradition.

EDITOR’S
PICK

INSIDE TRENDS #58



OUTDOOR
INSIDE MAGAZINE

Forest
Views

The outdoor spaces of this exquisite residence epitomize luxury and
sophistication. Neatly paved front and back porches provide elegant
transitions to the surrounding landscape. Adorned with wood and
white fabric chaises beside the infinity pool, the back porch exudes
timeless charm. A cream and wood-themed dining setting invites al
fresco gatherings, while the outdoor lounge boasts a captivating color
scheme blending creams and dark red rustics, reminiscent of a
Hamptons retreat. A neatly stacked corner of wood logs hints at cozy
evenings by the fireplace. The front yard captivates with a
meticulously designed driveway, where clean brown stone gravel
meets grey stone paving, setting the stage for a grand entrance to this
remarkable abode. Each outdoor space is thoughtfully curated,
offering a harmonious blend of elegance and comfort for indulgent
outdoor living.

INSIDEINTERIORS.ONLINE
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OUTDOOR
STYLE

INSIDE TRENDS #58

GALESBURY TABLE /  BERNHARDT
Rectangular metal coffee table with stone top

UNA STOOL / MIXX

Mixed textile geometric design outdoor rug
COURTYARD COLLECTION RUG / SAFAVIEH

Solid fiber-reinforced concrete stool & table

 LA JOLLA SOFA / LAYLA GRAYCE
Teak & fabric soft seating outdoor sofa
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BREEZE
SUMMER COLLECTION

INFO@LEPANGLUXURYINTERIORS.COM



L U X U R Y  I N T E R I O R S

LEPANG
S E T T I N G  T H E  S T A N D A R D

residential  |   commercial   |  hospitality



Kika

L U X U R Y  I N T E R I O R S

LEPANG



LEPANG FERGUSON

www.lepangluxuryinteriors.com

Becoming a Creative
Maestro & Unveiling the
Symphony of Design

Inside my world, I'm not just a designer, artist, or author; I'm
the curator of dreams, an architect of emotions, and a
storyteller in every stroke. My journey through the vast canvas
of the lifestyle industry started with graphic design and
product development, but it was my love for interior and
industrial design that sparked my soul. I've finally carved my
niche, crafting collections that speak the language of luxury
and lifestyle. Join me on this vibrant odyssey where creativity
knows no bounds, and every creation is a masterpiece of
passion and purpose. Welcome to the kaleidoscopic world of
Lepang Ferguson.



REDEFINING 
LUXURY LIVING
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